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STRONGLY REGULAR MAPPINGS WITH COMPACT
ANR FIBERS ARE HUREWICZ FIBERINGS

STEVE FERRY

We prove that a strongly regular map f:E-*B with
compact separable ANR fibers and complete separable finite
dimensional base space £ is a Hurewicz fibering. We also show
that if / is a Hurewicz fiber map with locally compact ANR
fibers and base, then the total space E is an ANR.

1. Statement of results. In this paper, we will be concerned
with the following two questions:

Ql: When is a map between metric spaces a Hurewicz fibration?
Q2: ([2]) Is the total space of a Hurewicz fibration an ANR if the

base space is an ANR and the fibers are ANRs?
Both of these questions have been answered in the finite dimen-

sional case, but our interest in Hilbert cube manifolds has led us to
consider the case of locally compact ANR s. Finite dimensional answers
to Ql may be found in [1] and [16], while the finite dimensional answer to
Q2 may be found in [2]. Weaker infinite dimensional results may be
found in [14] and [15].*

The notion of a strongly regular map, introduced in [1], is a key
ngredient in our work on Ql. Intuitively, a map is strongly regular if

nearby point-inverses are homotopy equivalent via small homotopy
equivalences. Here is a formal definition.

DEFINITION. A map / : X->B between metric spaces is said to be
strongly regular if / is proper (j~l{K) is compact for each compact KCB)
and if for each b G B and e > 0 there is a S > 0 such that if d(b,b')<8
then there are maps gw\ f~\b)-*f~\b') and gb.b: f~\b')^>f-\b) and
homotopies ht: f~\b)-+f'\b) and kt: f~\b')^f-\b') such that

(0 d{gbh{x\x)<e and d{ht{x\x)< e for all x G/"1^) and for
all t, O ^ r ^ l .

(ii) d(gbb(x),x)< e and d(kt(x),x)<e for all x G f~\b') and for
all t, O ^ r ^ l .

(iii) h0 = gb,b ogw and hx = id.
(iv) fc0 = gbb'Ogb,b and fcj = id.
Here are our main results.

THEOREM 1. If f: E-+B is a strongly regular map onto a complete
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finite dimensional B and f~l(b) is an ANR for each b E B, then f is a
Hurewicz fibration.

THEOREM 2. Ifp:E-*Bisa Hurewicz fibration with locally com -
pact ANR fibers and locally compact ANR base B, then E is an ANR.

Since this paper was written, the author has succeeded in proving
that small homotopy equivalences between Hilbert cube manifolds are
approximate by homeomorphisms. This result allows one to conclude
that if / : E—»J3 is a strongly regular map as in Theorem 1, then
/ ° proj: E x Q -> I? is completely regular and is therefore (under the
hypotheses of Theorem 1) a locally trivial fiber bundle ([7]). This
certainly implies Theorem 1. The interested reader should consult
[8]. The present treatment, which motivated the results of [8], is more
traditional in that it uses only standard facts about ANR s and Michael's
selection theorem.

We would like to thank T. A. Chapman for helpful conversations in
the course of this work.

2. Notation and preliminaries. All spaces in this paper
are assumed to be complete, separable, and metric.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let I denote the closed unit interval, [0,1]. The
Hilbert cube is the product Q = II^iI,, where each lx is a copy of I.

We will need to use Michael's selection theorem. We state the
necessary definitions and the version of the theorem which we will use.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let / : X—»B be a continuous map between met-
ric spaces. The decomposition of X into point-inverses {f~\b)} is lower
semicontinuous (l.s.c.) if for each sequence {bt} with limfe, = fe and
x Ef'^b), there is a sequence {xj with f(xt) = bx and limx, = x.

DEFINITION 2.3. The decomposition {f~\b)} of X is equilocally
m-connected (equi-LCm) if for each e > 0 and x0EX there is a 5 >0
such that if g: Sk -> N5(JC0) PI f~\b), k ^ m, is a continuous map then g is
nullhomotopic in Ne(x0)nf~1(b).

Theorem 2.4 below is a very weak version of Michael's selection
theorem adapted from Theorem M of [7].

THEOREM 2.4 (Michael [13], [7]). Let f: X-*B be a continuous
map such that
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(i) X is a complete metric space
(ii) B is a finite dimensional metric space
(iii) the decomposition {/"*(*)} *5 lower semicontinuous
(iv) the decomposition {f'^x)} is equi-LCn for all n.

Then f admits local sections, i.e., for each b E B there is a neighborhood U
of b in B and a map s: U —> X such that f°s = id\U.

We will also need the following:

PROPOSITION 2.5 (Estimated homotopy extension theorem). Let X
and A be ANRs with A a closed subset of X. Let /: X—> Y and let
Gt\ A-^Y be a homotopy such that Go = f\A. Then G extends to a
homotopy Ft: A-+Y with Fo = f. If diam{G, (a)10 ^ t ^ 1} < e for each
a E A, then F can be chosen so that diam{F, (x) 10 ̂  t ^ 1} < e for each
xEX.

Proof. This follows easily from the usual proof of the homotopy
extension theorem.

DEFINITION 2.6. Let f:X-*Y and g:Z-^>Y be continuous
functions. The pullback of / and g is the set E =
{(*,z)EXxZ|/( jc) = g(z)}. Note that the pullback is a subset of
X x Z. Restricting the projection maps to E yields maps / ' : E —> Z and
gf: J5-»X such that g°f' = f°gf- It is easy to show that if g: Z - * Y is
a Hurewicz fibration, then g': E—>X is also a Hurewicz fibration.

DEFINITION 2.7. Let p: E-^B be a Hurewicz fibration and let B1

be the space of continuous functions from I to B with the compact-open
topology. Let a: B1 —>B be the evaluation map a((o) — a>(0). Let A
be the pullback of p: E-+B and a: B1 —»B. The elements of A are
ordered pairs (e, co) E E x B1 such that p(e)= CD(0).

A lifting function for (E,p,B) is a continuous function A : A-»JBJ

such that X(e,(o)[0] = e and p °A(e,<o)[t] = o)(t). Thus, the path
A(e, (o)[t] 0 ^ t ^ 1 is a lifting of co which starts at e. A is said to be
regular if A(e, a>) is a constant path whenever co is a constant path. A
theorem of Hurewicz ([10], [6, p. 397]) asserts that if B is metric, then
regular lifting functions exist.

We will also need Hanner's characterization of ANRs.

DEFINITION 2.8. Let X and Y be metric spaces and let e > 0 be
given. A map / : X —> Y is an e-domination if there is a map g: Y-+X
such that the composition fg is e-homotopic to the identity.
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PROPOSITION 2.9 (Manner [9]). A compact metric space Y is an
ANR if and only if for each e > 0 there is an ANR X which
e-dominates Y.

3. The proof of Theorem 1. This section contains the heart
of our argument. The following proposition is also a key step in the
proof of Theorem 1(1) of [5]. Let / : E - » B satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For each b &B there exist a neighborhood Uofb
in B, an ANR (actually, a Q-manifold) M, a fiber preserving imbedding
i: E | U -> M x U, and a fiber preserving retraction of M x JJ onto
i(E\U).

This proposition implies Theorem 1 and the special case of Theorem
2 in which the fibers are compact because a fiber-preserving retract of a
fibration is a fibration and a retract of an ANR is an ANR. The
properties of being an ANR or a fibration are local properties ([9], [6, p.
400]), so a proof over neighborhoods of points suffices to prove the
general theorem.

Proof of 3.1. Let Q be the Hilbert cube and let b0EB be
given. £ is a separable metric space and can be imbedded in Q. We
identify E with this subset of Q. Since f~l(bQ) is an ANR, there is a
compact ANR (Q-manifold, see [3, p. 105]) neighborhood M of f~\bQ) in
Q which retracts to f~l(bQ). Since / is proper, there is an open
neighbourhood W of b0 in B such that f~l(W)CM.

Let <€ (M, f~l(W)) be the space of continuous functions from M to
f~\W) in the sup norm and define H C <€(M, f-^W)) to be {g\g
retracts M onto some f~\b)}. The space E is a complete metric space,
so ^(M^f'^WJ) is also complete. H is a closed subspace of
*(M,f~l(W)), so H is also complete. Let q:H-~*B be the map
q(r) = b, where r retracts M onto f~\b). We will show that q satisfies
the hypotheses of Michael's selection theorem.

Step I. The decomposition {q~l(b)}b<=w of H is lower
semicontinuous.

Proof. We must show that if r\M->f~l(b) is a retraction and
limfe, = b, then there are retractions rt: M->/"1(6I) so that {rjr=i con-
verges uniformly to r.

Let r: M->f~\b) and e >0 be given. Choose
(1) di > 0 so that if d(b, b')<8x then there are homotopy equival-
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ences g»>:f~\b)->f~\b') and gh.b: f~\b')^>f'l{b) which move points
less than e and such that gwgb'b and gvbgw are e-homotopic to id \f~\b')
and id\f~l(b), respectively.

(2) 52 > 0 such that d(b, b')<82 implies that r\f~l(b') and gb.b are
e-homotopic in f~l(b). S2 exists because /"*(&) is a compact ANR.

(3) 5 = min(Sl3S2).
Consider the map gw<>r: M^f~l(br). If d(b, b')<8, gwor\t\b')

is 3e-homotopic to gbb'°gb'b- This is e-homotopic to the identity. Thus,
by the estimated homotopy extension theorem, gw°r is 4e-homotopic to
a retraction of M onto f~l(b'). The distance from r to this retraction is
no more than 5e. This completes Step I.

Step II. The decomposition {q~\b)} is equi-LCm for all m.

Proof. Let e > 0 and r: M -> f'\b) be given. We must find 5 > 0
such that if k: Sm -*Ns(r)n q~\b') then k is homotopic to a constant
fc(zo) in N3e(r) n q"1^')- Choose

(1) e, > 0 such that if d(x9f'\b)) < el5 then d(r(x), x) < e. Note
that e, < e.

(2) e2 > 0 such that maps into M which are e2-close are canonically
ei/2-homotopic. If two maps agree on a set A, the homotopy is
stationary on A.

(3) fi,>0 such that if NB(r)nq~l(b')^09 then d(xj-l(b))<ej2
for all xE.f-\b').

(4) 5 = min(51,e1/2,e2/2).
k maps Sm into a 5-neighborhood of the fixed retraction r. By (4),

the retractions fc(z), z&Sm, are e2-close. By (2), there is an eJ2-
homotopy Kt from k(z) to the constant map K0(z)= k(z0). Kt is a
homotopy through maps into M (not f~\b')) but JKKz)!/"1^') is the
identity for each z and t.

Applying the retraction k(z0) to Kt, we get a homotopy fc(zo)J£, from
fc(z) to fc(zo) in ^f"1^')- We will show that d(k(zo)Kt, r )<3e for all z
and f.

+ d(Kt(z),r).

We estimate each of these summands.
(i) d(fc(zo)K,(z), r o^(z)) < d(k(z0), r) < 5 < e/2.
(ii) d(r°Kt(z),Kt(z))<e. This will follow from (1) once it is

established that d(Kt(z)(x),f~1(b))<€1 for all x. Since Kt is an d/2-
homotopy, d(jK:,(z)(x),/~1(6'))< ej/2 for all x. The result now follows
from (3).
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(iii) d(Kt(z), r )< d(K,(z), fc(zo))+ d(fc(z0), r)<€1/2 +8<e1<e.
This completes the' proof of Step II.

By Michael's theorem, there is an open neighborhood U of b0 in W
and a map s: U —>H so that q°s = id. If B is an ANR, we can choose
[/ to be an ANR. Imbed /"'(LO into M x [/ by the map /(e) = (e,f(e)).

Define i?: M x U -> M x [/ by the formula R(m,b) =
(s(b)(m),b). R is a fiber preserving retraction of M x U onto
j(J~\U)). This completes our proof of Theorem 1.

4. The proof of Theorem 2. We proceed with the proof of
Theorem 2. Recall that Proposition 3.1 implies a special case of
Theorem 2, namely the case in which B is locally finite dimensional and
the fibers are compact. Our plan is to use Proposition 2.9 (Hanner's
theorem) to prove the case where B is infinite dimensional and the fibers
are compact. We will then use a cone construction to prove Theorem 2
in case the fibers are merely locally compact.

Case I. / : E -> B is a proper map and B is any locally compact
ANR.

Proof. Let i: B —> Q x [0,1) be a proper imbedding and let
r: t /-> J3 be a retraction of a neighborhood of B onto JB. Let r*E be
the pullback of E over O. Note that the natural map / ' : r*E —> [/ is a
Hurewicz fibration with compact ANR fibers and that (f')~l(B) may be
identified with E.

The natural map from r*E to E arising from the pullback construc-
tion is a retraction covering r. Therefore, to show that E is an ANR, it
suffices to show that r*E is an ANR.

Every point u EC/ has a neighborhood homeomorphic to
Q. Thus, to prove that r*E is an ANR, it suffices to establish the
following claim.

Claim. If / : X—>Q is a Hurewicz fibration with compact ANR
fibers, then X is an ANR.

Proof of Claim. Let A be a regular lifting function for /. Note that
if e > 0 is given then there exists a 8 > 0 such that the lift of a path of
diameter < 8 has diameter < €.

For each n, let In C Q be Itf-i I, x 0 and let Xn = /"'(In). Note that
by Theorem 1, Xn is an ANR. Let e > 0 be given. We show that Xn

€ -dominates X for large n. Choose 5 > 0 as above. Let pn: Q -> /„ be
the projection map and choose n so large that d(pn,id)< 8. Let
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ots: Q^>Q* be defined by

This is a "straight line" path from q to pn{q) together with its natural
homotopy back to a constant map.

Define (pn)s: X-+X by (&).(*) = A(x,a.(f(x))) [1]. Themap(pn)0

is a retraction from X to Xn coveriing pn. (pn)i is the identity map on
X. Each of the paths as(q) has diameter < 5, so the homotopy (pn)s,

0 ^ s ^ 1 is a 2e-homotopy. Thus, X —» Xn <-> X is a 2e -

domination. We invoke Hanner's theorem and the proof of Case I is
complete.

Case II. The fibers of / are locally compact ANRs and B is a
locally compact ANR.

Our strategy in this case is to define a new fibration C(E)-*B
whose fibers are the one-point compactifications of {f~1(b)x
[0, l)}bGB. These fibers are compact ANR s and Case I applies. Since E
is a retract of an open subset of C(E), we see that E is also an ANR.

We proceed with the proof of Case II, which requires some
definitions and preliminary lemmas.

DEFINITION 4.1. The map p: E —> B is a proper fibration if for each
commutative diagram of continuous maps

with g proper and X locally compact there is a continuous proper map
G: X xI^E such that G extends g and p °G = /.

DEFINITION 4.2 (Seidman [14] and Kim [12]). Let f.E^B be a
surjective map. Let B* be a copy of B and let E be the space E UB*
with the topology generated by open subsets of E and sets of the form
U*U(f-\U)nE~K) where U is an open subset of B, U* is the
corresponding open subset of B*, and KCE is compact. E is the
fiberwise one-point compactification of E. Let / : E —> J5 be the natural
map.
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With f:E-*B as above, we define C(f): C(E)-*B, the cone, by
taking C{E) = E x [0,1) and C(f) = /°proj where /°proj is the compo-
sition E x [0, 1)-^H> E -4 B.

PROPOSITION 4.3. If p: E —>B is a proper fibration then p: E-*B
has the lifting property for compacta.

Proof Consider a commutative diagram of continuous maps

with X compact. Let X' = g \E). X1 is locally compact. Let / ' =
f\Xr x I, g' = g \X' x 0. g' is proper, so there is a proper map G': X'x
I-+E so that p°G' = f'.

Let G: X x / - » £ be defined by

This map is continuous and solves the original lifting problem.

PROPOSITION 4.4. If p: E->B is a Hurewicz fibration, then
p °proj: E x [0, °°)-» B is a proper fibration.

Proof Let

Xx0-4Ex[0,oo)

p°proj

be a proper lifting problem and let p: X —»[0, <») be a proper map. Let
G: X x I —> £ x [0, o°) be a solution to the ordinary lifting problem. G
is proper on a neighborhood N of X x {0}. Let cr: X x [0,1]-> [0,1] be
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a continuous function which is 0 on X x {0} and 1 on X x I — N. Define
G:Xx[0, l ] ->Ex[0,oo)by

G(x, t) = (proj£(g(x, *)),proj[0,oo)(g(x, t))+cr(x,t)p(x))<=E x [0,oo).

G(x,t) is the desired proper lifting.

PROPOSITION 4.5. 1/ p: J5 -» 2? /*as f/ie /i/Wng property for compact
spaces, E is compact, and B is an ANR, then p: E-*B is a Hurewicz
fibration.

Proof. Since the pullback of a map with a lifting property has that
same lifting property, it suffices, as in the proof of Case I of Theorem 2, to
prove this proposition in case B — Q.

For each point (quq2)E Q x Q , let a(quq2)E. Q1 be the path

- tId (qu q2))qx + (t/d (qu q2))q2 t < d {qu q2)

Note that a: Q x Q -> Q1 is continuous. Consider the lifting problem

ExQxI B
where y(e,q, t)= a(p(e),q)[t]. Let A: E x Q x I~+E be a solution to
this lifting problem. Define A: E x Q x I -» E by A (e, q, t) =
\(e,q,d(p(e),q)-t). We have

(i) X(e,q,0) = p(e)
(ii) p°*(e,q,t) = a(p(e
(iii) \(e,q,t) = e itp(e)

Thus, if X is any space and

Xxl-^Q

is a lifting problem, G(x,f) = A(/(x,0),g(x,0),g(x,f))[l] is a
solution. Hence, p: E->Q is a Hurewicz fibration and the proof of
Proposition 4.5 is complete.
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REMARK. The above argument incorporates a well known proof of
the existence of regular lifting functions. See [6, p. 397].

PROPOSITION 4.6. If E is a locally compact separable metric ANR,
then the one-point compactification of E x [0,1) is a compact AR.

Proof. A theorem of Hyman [11] states that if X - * is an ANR
and X is strongly locally contractible at *, then X is an ANR.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 2. If p: JE—»B is a
Hurewicz fibration satisfying the hypotheses, then p °proj: E x [0,1)—> B
is a proper fibration and C(p): C(E)^B is a Hurewicz fibration with
compact AR fibers. By Case I, C{E) is an ANR. Since E x [0,1) is an
open subset of C(E), it is an ANR and, since £ is a retract of E x [0,1),
it is also an ANR.
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